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BECOMING A LEGEND CALLS
FOR GENUINE PASSION.
AND THE RIGHT PARTNERS.

Gunn-Rita Dahle Flesjå
Team Multivan Merida

WHY DO YOU THINK SHE
SWEARS BY US?
Gunn-Rita Dahle Flesjå rides from one triumph to the next. And she’s driven not only by ambition but also
by the sheer pleasure she takes in sport. Even as a child, she was motivated by a love of achievement
and competition until she found her passion in life. As a mountain biker, she enjoys successes today she
would never have dreamt of then. Simply being better: that’s what MOTOREX stands for, too. Which is
why we’re the right partner for riders. Find more about how our lubricants help competitors from a vast
range of sporting disciplines in their quest for success: www.motorex.com
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MOTOREX ECOPRESS bio compressor oil

Dear Readers

REPORT

“Do good and talk about it” is an old marketing adage that explains why

Convoy to Mongolia:

many companies undertake charitable projects and then exploit them to the

On the trail of Genghis Khan

full. At MOTOREX, we do things a little differently. We are always doing good
things, but we don’t always feel the need to crow about them. This time,
however, we’re taking a different approach with our report on a delivery of
supplies to a hospital in Mongolia. The organizer, Pascal Gertsch, brought
back an enormous trove of exciting stories and beautiful photos from the
journey that we would not wish to deprive you of. So immerse yourself in the

EXPORT
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great journey on the trail of Genghis Khan and join the caravan to Khovd.

A clean solution for the Kårehamn wind park

You’ll find proof that the good and the beautiful not only go together, but can
even reinforce one another.
Another area where MOTOREX does good is in our commitment to the
environment. We don’t think twice about making our products as environmentally friendly as possible. Of course our products’ technical performance

INSIDE
18

characteristics are always our top priority, but this is another area where it’s

A festive mood with MOTOREX

quite often possible to combine two apparent opposites, high performance

event attractions

with environmental compatibility. The latest example: ECOPRESS bio compressor oil. The article on page eight offers a peek into the world of compressor

INDUSTRY
20

lubrication.

Measuring device components
from itp Völklingen

I wish you pleasant AND informative reading!
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Head of Marketing
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motorex in the

news
MOTOREX TRADESHOWS &
EVENTS ONLINE
MOTOREX’s growing tradeshow and
event activities are a highly visible
indicator of the brand’s proximity and
presence in a wide range of market
segments. MOTOREX NORDIC AB,
for example, recently exhibited
for the first time at ElmiaWood in
Sweden, the world’s largest forestry
tradeshow (see also page 24).
MOTOREX will also debut at the
International Agricultural and Autumn
Trade Fair in Ried, Austria from
September 4 to 8. MOTOREX AG will
exhibit industrial lubricants for the fifth
time at EMO in Hanover from September
16 to 21. All dates are posted online at:
www.motorex.com/event

NEW FILLING EQUIPMENT
IN LANGEnTHAL
MOTOREX’s ongoing investments in the production facilities at Langenthal
are further proof of the company’s clear commitment to the site. For example,
a fully automated grease cartridge filling machine (photo) and a high-performance system for filling 60-liter barrels and 25-liter canisters recently

OEKOSYNT HEES
GAINS SP APPROVAL
Sweden has extensive experience in
sustainable forestry, and environmental
standards are correspondingly
stringent. As a result, all rapidly
biodegradable hydraulic oils are
tested by the Swedish Technical
Research Institute (SP – Sveriges
Tekniska Forskningsinstitut) before
they are approved. MOTOREX’s
OEKOSYNT HEES 32, 46 and 68
biodegradable hydraulic fluids have
been successfully tested and meet all
current requirements of the Swedish SS
155434 standard. For more information
see: www.sp.se./km/hydraul

came on line, further modernizing processes with important quality repercussions and in turn perceptibly lightening the load on production workers.
The new equipment guarantees that products made in Langenthal can be
packaged efficiently and meet MOTOREX’s high quality standards.

MOTOREX FOR SWEDISH
GREENKEEPERS
In Sweden, the people responsible for
maintaining green spaces for sports
belong to the Swedish Greenkeepers
Association (SGA). Over 400 of Sweden’s
469 golf courses, along with the country’s twelve leading soccer stadiums,
are members of the SGA. MOTOREX,
which is represented in the association by corporate member MOTOREX
Nordic AB, recently introduced the full membership to the benefits of the
MOTOREX FARMER LINE. In the FARMER LINE, MOTOREX offers greenkeepers
a single source of professional maintenance and care products for a wide
range of vehicles and machinery.
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NEW! ADDITIVES BY THE DOZEN
Fuel additives and other additives have become essential items in many workshops and
industries. MOTOREX offers a neatly structured assortment of products. Following a
transitional phase, these are now sold in cases of 12 bottles instead of the old 24-bottle
case. The new package size makes it easier for customers to stock additives that they
need only sporadically and ensure these are available when needed. For more information

Sometimes, getting a stationary
backup diesel generator up and
running quickly may be a matter of
life or death, as in a hospital,
for example. These systems also
typically stand idle for extended
periods before being suddenly
started and run at full capacity.
MOTOREX has developed MONOLUBE
SAE 30 for precisely this sort of
all-or-nothing operation. The product
is based on high-quality mineral
base oils treated with additives for
just these kinds of operating conditions. The formula features exceptionally efficient corrosion and antioxidation inhibitors. Meeting MTU
categories 1 and 2 and holding API
SJ approval along with MAN M3275-2
Safety and Performance, MONOLUBE
SAE 30 is suitable for a wide range
of high-powered four-stroke diesel
engines.
Photo: DCPowerSystems

on the latest additives, please contact your MOTOREX partner.

READY FOR SERVICE
WITH MONOLUBE SAE 30

2013 MOTOREX DRIVER FROM ZURICH
Besides his work, his great passions
include computer and console
games. Johnny Ferreira, an apprentice at Garage Neues Schloss AG in
central Zurich, often spends his
spare time honing his speed and
fast reflexes. The practice paid off
at the recent Geneva Motor Show,
when Ferreira’s top lap time of
01:17:841 on the MOTOREX racing
simulator earned his apprentice
training center the first prize in the
promo game competition, a team
weekend at the Europapark theme
park in Rust. Congratulations, and
have fun at Europapark!
motorex Magazine 99/50
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Left to right: The lucky winner J. Ferreira, H. Löhrli (shop manager) and O. Khalil
(owner, Garage Neues Schloss AG, Zurich) with S. Sury (Head of MOTOREX Automotive
Sales) and R. Bodmer (MOTOREX area manager) at the award ceremony.
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WHAT’S NEW

SWISS QUALITY

FROM THE CAN

With its 20 high-quality sprays, MOTOREX offers the perfect solution from the can
for every application. Material, packaging, propellant and application all complement
each other to form a persuasive whole.
MOTOREX developed its versatile high-tech sprays for
daily professional use in workshops, but that just makes
them all the more practical as helpers for home, garden
and hobby.

TOOL FROM THE CAN
MOTOREX has more than 40 years’ experience of manufacturing aerosols and pump sprays. As an actual tool,
sprays can in many cases make the work so much easier
that people in a wide range of industries can hardly
imagine working without them. MOTOREX was an
early pioneer of CFC-free propellants and surprised the
market with an ingenious ball valve that allows a spray
can to be used in any position, even upside-down. The
ball valve also allows cans to be completely emptied.
Various other products are sold as environmentally
friendly pump sprays.
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Flexible production of a wide range of products in spray
form has a long tradition at MOTOREX. The facility can
handle can sizes from 50 to 750 ml.

PROTEX

GUN CARE SPRAY

PROWELD SPRAY

EASY CUT PUMPSPRAY

ACCU PROTECT

MOTOR START

CARBURETOR CLEAN

GARDEN TOOL CARE

TOOL GUARD

POWER CLEAN

POWER BRAKE CLEAN

SPRAY WITH PTFE

ANTIRUST SPRAY

SILICONE SPRAY

COPPER SPRAY

GREASE SPRAY

SPRAY 2000

OIL SPRAY BIO

INTACT MX 50

key property

JOKER 440 SYNTHETIC

MOTOREX HI-TECH SPRAYS

lubricates
oiling
greasing
dry lubricant
stops squeaking
adhesive
creeping
sliding
removing rust
anticorrosive
displaces water
water-resistant
water-repellent
impact resistant
thermal stability
dielectric
metal working
cares and maintains
cleans
welding protection
non-combustible
starting aid
impregnating
oil repellent

FLEXIBLE PRODUCTION, 100% SWISS-MADE

dients and applications, is another example. What’s

All MOTOREX sprays are developed in Langenthal,

more, the sprays’ plastic lids are made from recycled PE

tested in real-world practice by pros and then produced

granulate and the empty cans are easily processed as

at our own factory in Langenthal. The latter illustrates

scrap metal.

perfectly MOTOREX’s philosophy of staying flexible,
including in production. The multilingual sail label,

Ask your MOTOREX partner for the current spray brochure

which provides clear information on each spray’s ingre-

today. Or simply download it at www.motorex.com. •
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COMPRESSOR OIL

Rapidly biodegradable MOTOREX ECOPRESS compressor oil is suitable for both piston-type and
screw compressors. Users love its outstanding performance characteristics.

BIODEGRADABLE COMPRESSOR OIL:

ECOPRESS APPLIES GREEN PRESSURE
In many industries, an efficient supply of compressed air is a fundamental utility.
With its versatile, rapidly biodegradable ECOPRESS compressor oil, MOTOREX is
continuing its commitment to humans and the environment.
Whether they’re used for pneumatic applications in a

compressors, the compressor oil performs three main

workshop, snow blowers in the Alps or to produce com-

tasks at once:

pressed air at a construction site, oil-lubricated com-

1. Lubricate all components that come

pressors provide valuable service, often round the clock.

in contact with the oil

Building on the good economic and environmental ex-

2. Seal the compression chamber (screw/piston)

perience gained with proven bio-fluids like OEKOSYNT

3. Protect against wear and corrosion

HEES hydraulic fluid, MOTOREX is adding pioneering
ECOPRESS to its current line of compressor oils.

Depending on size, a compressor can hold up to 100 liters
of lubricant. Rapidly biodegradable MOTOREX ECOPRESS

8

COMPRESSOR AT THE HEART

is particularly recommended for mobile compressors

One or more compressors are the heart of every com-

such as those used on construction sites, since bio hydrau-

pressed air supply facility. Compressors essentially

lic fluids are often mandatory for most construction

come in two types: screw and piston. In oil-lubricated

equipment.

BIODEGRADABILITY
100
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— MOTOREX ECOPRESS

(synthetic esters/HEES)

Biodegradability in %

70
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50
40
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20

MOTOREX COMPRESSOR OILS
MOTOREX ECOPRESS – rapidly biodegradable synthetic
compressor oil, ISO 46
MOTOREX SYNPRESS – fully synthetic, highperformance compressor oils, ISO 32, 46 and 68
MOTOREX UNIPRESS – high-performance mineral
compressor oils, ISO 46, 68, 100 and 150

— Standard compressor oil

(mineral oil)

10
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-10
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14

21

28

Time in days

TOP-QUALITY FORMULA

EXCEPTIONALLY ECONOMICAL

Rapidly biodegradable MOTOREX ECOPRESS (see chart)

Depending on the application, careful analysis shows that

was developed in collaboration with compressor man-

MOTOREX ECOPRESS’s extended service life makes it eco-

ufacturers and extensively tested in real-world use.

nomical in comparison with conventional mineral-based

MOTOREX lubricant engineers chose saturated synthetic

compressor oils. Thanks to its performance reserves,

esters (HEES) as a base fluid, taking advantage of empirical

ECOPRESS pays off through its operational reliability

data from MOTOREX’s established HEES technology.

and extended service life. Moreover, the risk factor if the

Together with a zinc-free additive package, MOTOREX

oil leaks onto unreinforced substrates is sharply reduced.
For questions on the lubricants listed or on specific applica-

also provides top performance in heavy-duty continual

tions, please contact your MOTOREX partner or Technical

use, for example in mining applications. Its high-quality

Customer Service in Langenthal on +41 62 919 75 75. •

formula gives ECOPRESS the following benefits:
• Readily biodegradable (exceeds OECD 301B)
• Very good oxidation and aging resistance
• Excellent protection against corrosion and wear
• Minimal residue formation
• Excellent viscosity-temperature characteristics
MOTOREX ECOPRESS complies with performance levels
DIN 51506 VDL and HLP DIN 51524/T2 and is available
in viscosity class ISO VG 46.
MOTOREX MAGAZINE 99/50
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Photo: www.ecotech.at

compressors (subject to manufacturers’ approvals). It

Photo: hastra – fotolia.com

ECOPRESS is ideal for all common screw and piston-type

Especially for applications in natural environments, specialists recommend
rapidly biodegradable compressor oil. MOTOREX ECOPRESS has already
proven to be a perfect solution in many cases.
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Photos: P. Gertsch

report

Happiness shared is happiness doubled: Pascal Gertsch’s caravan spent four whole months on the road to bring
medical and school supplies to Mongolia. The travelers’ reward was a wealth of unforgettable experiences.

Three great passions moved Pascal Gertsch, a retired but restless physician, to
cover 30,000 kilometers in his caravan: travel, distant cultures, and helping people
as a doctor. Inspired by his captivating vision, a group of friends joined the trip.
The convoy ultimately comprised four Citroën 2CVs and a Steyr 680 G to haul the
supplies.
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After over 33 years as a doctor, Pascal Gertsch found

hospital in Khovd needed a mobile sterilization unit,

leaving his family medical practice in the Swiss village

surgical instruments and various medicines. That

of Les Diablerets far from easy. Now the long-held

knowledge decided the destination. A further perfect

idea of traveling out with a consignment of medical

fit for the project was the group’s interest in the once-

aid could become reality. His original intent was to

enormous Mongol Empire, founded in 1206 when

visit Japan, but when he came to study potential

Genghis Khan succeeded in uniting a large number of

routes in detail, Mongolia emerged as a destination.

different tribes. At its peak, the empire stretched as far

Through their medical network, Pascal and his surgeon

as Europe, becoming the largest contiguous empire in

brother Philippe Gertsch had learned that the regional

history!

The well-prepared team sets out for Khovd on May 24, 2012.

The Steyr 4x4 can get through anywhere – here, on the way to Dogubayazit,
Turkey.

PREPARATION IS EVERYTHING

FOUR MONTHS ON THE ROAD

The convoy consisted of four Citroën 2CVs with modifica-

By mid-May 2012, all the visas had been issued and the

tions of the type used by competitors in the Paris–Peking

14-person team had completed their extensive prepa-

Rally. These included a reinforced chassis and running

rations. On a sunny May 24, the team set out from

gear, bottom shielding for the engine and fuel tank, rein-

St. Maurice in the Swiss Canton of Valais towards Italy. In

forced towing and trailer hooks and enlarged rear wheel
wells. Plexiglas rear windows and composite roofs
helped reduce weight. A five-speed transmission with
a short first gear made for easier off-road starts while
saving fuel. More comfortable seats were also installed,
and each vehicle carried two fuel canisters, camping

On a sunny May 24, the team set
out from St. Maurice in the Swiss Canton
of Valais towards Italy.

equipment, maps, satellite navigation system and CB

Ancona, Italy the convoy boarded a ferry for Igoumenitsa,

radio. The four 2CVs were accompanied by a converted

Greece. From there smooth roads led to Istanbul, where

eight-tonne Steyr 680 G 4x4 army truck from 1968 to

one more crew member joined the group. Istanbul

carry the crew along with spare parts, fuel, tools and

straddles the frontier between Europe and Asia. Here

the cargo of medical and school supplies.

the group first encountered the torrential rains that
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Equal rights in Tibet: a young woman skillfully drives
a herd of yaks.

A visit to a small school in Zanghye, China was a highlight of the trip.
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have been open 40 kilometers farther on. Some 60 kilometers and no less than two hours later, the group finally
found a border post where they were allowed to cross into
Kazakhstan. Crossing the Tash Rabat plateau in Kyrgyzstan

Antarctic Circle (66˚33')

The project met with an enthusiastic response from the people of Kuka,
China – even the police.
Ross Sea
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report continued

The entire caravan pictured in front of Rongwo monastery
in Longwu (China).

The gearbox of a “sick” 2CV was replaced in front of the
team’s hotel in Turpan, China.

The Mongols are pastoral nomads. Most live in yurts.

AN ESCORT ALONG THE WAY

pavement in front of the hotel. All the jolting had broken

The border crossing to China was uneventful. The

a shifter fork. Once more, the mobile spare parts store in

papers sent ahead from Switzerland had arrived safely

the Steyr proved to be indispensable. A car wash freed

at the border post, as had Tony, the team’s friendly

each car of an average of 10 kilos of dried mud, and an oil

Chinese escort (all travelers from Europe who are using

change using MOTOREX products soon got the convoy

their own passenger car or motorcycle have to have an

running smoothly once again. The next stage of the

official escort). The roads soon began to improve as

journey ran through Tibet. Stops at various Buddhist

well. On July 2, the group arrived at the Chinese city of

monasteries such as Rongwo, Rebong and Labrang filled

Turpan. With the temperature at 42 °C in the shade, the

everyone with calm tranquility. The vastness of Tibet

gearbox of one of the 2CVs had to be replaced on the

was dotted with yurts, the round, felt-covered tents of
the pastoral nomads. Besides yaks, the typical cattle of
Tibet, the barren soils were also grazed by horses, sheep
and goats.

AT CITROËN IN BEIJING
Traveling on well constructed roads, braving frequent
rain and heavy traffic, the convoy reached Beijing on
July 26. The contrasts and vastness of China made a
powerful impression on everyone in the group. Citroën
China insisted on officially welcoming the caravan,
organizing a press conference in which the intrepid
2CVs were the clear center of attention. A tour of the
major cultural highlights was followed by a changing
On arriving in Beijing, the caravan received an official salute from the police.
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of the guard; some of the travelers had to end their

Kharkhorin, Mongolia was once the capital of the
Mongol Empire of Genghis Khan.

Pascal Gertsch explains the medical supplies to
the hospital management in Khovd.

A young monk is fascinated by one of the 2CVs.

journey in Beijing as duty called them back to work

EAGERLY AWAITED

in Switzerland. They were replaced by others, and the

After three months of travel, the convoy reached Khovd

reconstituted team set out for Ulan Bator, the capital

on August 13, 2012. The director of the regional hospital

of Mongolia. The roads became noticeably worse. Stay-

and her board were eagerly awaiting the supplies the

ing on the road and not getting stuck in the mud was a
challenge for man and machine alike.

A NEW JOURNEY BEGINS
Following the border crossing into Mongolia at Erenhot,

After three months of travel, the convoy
reached Khovd on August 13, 2012.

the group was met by Onour, a new official escort. The
Mongol guide spoke perfect French, and her knowledge

convoy carried. Doctors in Khovd are in regular Inter-

proved invaluable for the convoy. The contrasts in Ulan

net contact with their peers around the world. Indeed,

Bator were stark to say the least, with skyscrapers on

the Swiss benefactors would never have learned about

one hand and thousands of nomads with yurts and

the needs of the hospital in Khovd otherwise. Now

herds of animals on the other. On August 7, the expe-

these contacts grew closer as the visitors exchanged

dition reached Karakorum, the old capital of Genghis

information about the mobile sterilization unit and

Khan’s empire, founded in 1206. Somehow his footsteps

medicines.

and aura are still present today. Rarely, the travelers
met kindred spirits from all ends of the earth in 2CVs,

With just a very few exceptions at border crossings or

Fiat Pandas or, somewhat exhausted, most on bicycles.

in traffic, the inhabitants of all fourteen countries the

The convoy was now heading west again, and the

caravan traversed gave the four 2CVs and their escort

group faced the four-thousand-meter peaks of the Altai

vehicle a friendly welcome. For a detailed description of

mountains, the last major obstacle before its ultimate

the journey and plenty of interesting additional informa-

destination in the small city of Khovd.

tion in French, please see: www.modern-caravan.com. •
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A specially designed excavator was needed to lay the 20-km cables between the Swedish island of Öland and a planned
wind park in the Baltic Sea. Equipped as a trench cutter, the machine can work in up to five meters of water.

A CLEAN SOLUTION

For KÅREHAMN

In 1997 Sweden’s wind energy production capacity was just 127 MW. By 2012 it had
rocketed to 3,745 MW! Building wind power plants, often in geographically exposed
places, has repeatedly required highly innovative solutions. Read how MOTOREX
became part of the solution for the Kårehamn wind park.
Sixteen wind turbines are scheduled to begin supply-

of water. To counter the danger that ice could form in

ing electricity to some 50,000 households by the end of

the shallow waters off the island of Öland, the cables for

this year. The Kårehamn offshore wind farm belongs to

the wind park are being laid in an 80-centimeter deep

the E.ON energy group. Modern Vestas turbines give it

trench. Since there was no trench cutting machine in

an extremely high efficiency. With a mast height of 80

Sweden capable of doing the job, the Baltic Offshore

meters, the wind turbines are anchored in a gentle arc

construction consortium commissioned MOTOREX

in the open Baltic Sea at a depth of eight to 20 meters

customer Växjö Hydraulservice AB to develop and
build one.

Mastering the
machine’s complex
controls is no easy
task. By using
extremely precise
GPS coordinates,
its exact position
can be determined
to within five
centimeters.
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THE KÅREHAMN TRENCHER
The machine’s engineering was so unique that the
trench cutter was named after the project. Starting with
a Volvo EC460 tracked excavator, the ingenious Växjö
Hydraulservice AB team converted the machine in its
own shop to meet the customer’s needs. One advantage
was that all of the trencher’s functions are hydraulically
driven. The engine, tanks and hydraulic and electrical
systems were mounted along with the operator’s cab on

ESTONIA

Stockholm

SWEDEN
Göteborg

LATVIA
Windfarm
Kårehamn

Operating safety and environmental protection are top
priorities during use at sea at distances of up to five
kilometers from shore.

THE KÅREHAMN TRENCHER:
Length: 10.5 meters
Width: 4 meters
Fording depth: 5 meters
Weight: 40 tonnes

a platform that can be hydraulically raised and lowered.

sion. Växjö Hydraulservice AB is an official MOTOREX

Depending on the depth of the water, the platform can

reseller, working with MOTOREX to offer customers

be raised by joystick up to six meters from the sea bed to

valuable services such as oil analysis and maintenance

keep it above the water line. Hydraulic lines elegantly

and lubrication plans.

LITHUANIA

Rexroth pumps drive some 380 liters
of OEKOSYNT HEES through the
underwater trencher’s hydraulic
system at pressures of up to 280 bar.

convey the machine’s power output from the platform
to the oil motors, trench cutter and other hydraulic components on the sea floor.

380 LITERS OF OEKOSYNT HEES
Since the trencher operates in the water, using a rapidly

“MOTOREX OEKOSYNT HEES is both a
practical and economical solution for us.”
Christian Almerin, co-founder, Växjö Hydraulservice AB

biodegradable hydraulic fluid was a must. MOTOREX
met the challenge with its OEKOSYNT HEES bio-fluid.

SHOWCASE PROJECT

OEKOSYNT HEES far exceeds the biodegradability

For the Växjö Hydraulservice AB team, the lubricant

requirements of OECD Test 301B, which prescribes 60%

supplier’s technical expertise and consulting services

decomposition within 28 days. But besides its environ-

are a top priority. Besides meeting these requirements,

mental friendliness, the product has yet another deci-

MOTOREX has proven with OEKOSYNT HEES that the

sive advantage: because it is based on saturated syn-

perfect solution exists for any lubrication challenge.

thetic esters, it boasts a considerably longer service life

By creating the Kårehamn trencher in line with the final

than mineral-based hydraulic oils. Special additives give

customer’s specifications and meeting all operating

OEKOSYNT HEES substantial performance reserves,

fluid requirements, the two companies succeeded in

reduce wear and help prevent disastrous hydraulic

creating a fascinating showcase project. •

breakdowns. And when the trencher isn’t in use, its entire
hydraulic system is also ideally protected against corroMOTOREX MAGAZINE 99/50
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INSIDE

FESTIVE ATMOSPHERE

GUARANTEED

As everyone knows, the secret of eternal youth is play, which can absorb our entire
surroundings in an almost magical way. MOTOREX currently offers its customers in
the automotive sector three different games on attractive terms, thereby guaranteeing
a festive atmosphere at any event.
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Are you planning an exhibition or a customer or em-

TESTED IN GENEVA

ployee event at your repair shop? The search for

The three selected games were fully tested at the

good ideas begins at the moment the date is set.

MOTOREX booth at the Geneva Motor Show, where

MOTOREX knows the automotive industry’s needs

they all proved to be genuine audience magnets. Visitors

well and is aware that lasting success is always the

got actively involved and quickly caught “game fever”.

result of long-term, partnership-based relationships.

The following MOTOREX Games are available:

With three MOTOREX Games to choose from, you

1. MOTOREX CARRERA RACETRACK

now have the chance to give your event that “certain

2. MOTOREX FORKLIFT GAME

something”.

3. MOTOREX RACING SIMULATOR

1. MOTOREX CARRERA RACETRACK
Slot car racing is a popular pastime and has provided
many a moment of excitement for lots of people. The
racetrack shown here will thrill even the most experienced driver. Four people can race at once, and the fastest
of five rounds counts. The race director (provided by the
customer) keeps records of the results, and at the end of
the day the three fastest players receive prizes.
Includes: Racetrack rental, barrel table,
rankings board, decorative barrels, delivery,
setup and teardown.

2. MOTOREX FORKLIFT GAME
Who can load the two MOTOREX drums from the ramp
and onto the lorry fastest? Two players race against
the clock, using remote-controlled forklifts to load two
miniature barrels. The game director (provided by the
customer) monitors the simple rules of the game and
records the times. At the end of the day, the three fastest
competitors receive prizes.
Includes: Equipment rental, barrel table,
rankings board, decorative barrels, delivery,
setup and teardown.

3. MOTOREX RACING SIMULATOR
This racing simulator will be a hit with every motor
sports fan. The contest to see who can drive the fastest
circuit takes place in two multimedia rounds in a bucket
seat behind a racing steering wheel. The driver sees the
racetrack on three screens and has both hands full keeping
his road rocket speeding around the circuit. The game
director (provided by the customer) monitors the simple
rules of the game and records the times. At the end of
the day the three fastest drivers receive prizes.
Includes: Simulator rental, barrel table,
rankings board, decorative barrels, delivery,
setup and teardown, game.

ATTRACTIVE TERMS
MOTOREX’s idea of supporting its customers professionally by providing popular event attractions meets a real need. MOTOREX not
only organizes the games, but also assumes a large part of the cost. Contact your MOTOREX partner now for more information and leave
yourself enough time to plan your event with one of these three games.
MOTOREX Games are available only to customers in Switzerland, depending on availability. The games must not be played in the open
air and should be set up under a roof or indoors. •
MOTOREX MAGAZINE 99/50
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industry

itp GmbH specializes in manufacturing precision components for measuring devices. In doing so, the company makes good
use of the advantageous characteristics of innovative materials like titanium, ceramic and carbon fiber.

PRECISE MEASURING
Based at the site of the Völklingen Ironworks, a former steel plant and UNESCO world
heritage site, itp is ideally situated as a precision metalworking company. A workforce
of around 50 people produce measuring device components here using MOTOREX
ORTHO NF-X universal high-performance cutting oil.
Quality inspection is an essential part of every product.

value with the specification and calculates any variance.

In industrial component production, a trend is emerging

The touch points are measured on the workpiece using

for individual workpieces to be measured between one

probes (main photo).

machining operation and the next, sometimes right in
the production center. itp supplies a key element in the

ALWAYS THE RIGHT PROBE

success of this approach with a wide range of probes

The variety of probes used is virtually unlimited. In

and accessories for all coordinate-measuring and gear

addition to conventional probes, itp also produces star

measuring device manufacturers.

probes, cylinder probes, disk probes, extensions, holders
and adapters. Where once the company primarily

20

MEASURING BY COORDINATES

machined aluminum, today 90% of its manufacturing

When measuring by coordinates, the touch points of an

output is made of titanium. A conventional probe

object are generally determined in terms of X, Y and Z

consists of a probe holder, a shaft and a probe ball. The

values together with the associated probe vector (u, v, w)

smallest shaft has a diameter of just 0.17 mm! Par-

and stored on a computer. Algorithmic manipulation of

ticular attention is paid to the expansion/contraction

these values then yields the required three-dimensional

of the probe materials so as to avoid affecting the

measurements. The computer compares the actual

measurement results.

Itp’s GmbH production facility is located in a former
Völklingen Ironworks building. (www.voelklinger-huette.org)

Whether it’s cutting, grinding or hydraulic oil, MOTOREX lubricants are used
throughout the entire plant.

This ruby probe ball has an extremely high circularity
grade of 5, corresponding to 0.08 to 0.13 microns.

There are virtually no limits on probe designs and the materials used to make
them, but every material requires skilful machining.

“In keeping with the motto ‘Simply the
best’, we have been working with
leading suppliers from the very start of
our business. Based on our positive
experience with MOTOREX products, we
use them for all technical lubrication
applications in the production plant.”
Holger Warken, Production Manager itp GmbH, Völklingen

materials was derived from the machining of mechanical
bearing elements for Switzerland’s best-known watch
manufacturers.

TOP RESULTS WITH MOTOREX
itp needed a universal cutting oil, especially when machining a range of different materials (steel, aluminum
and titanium) on the same machines. In view of its history
of positive experience with MOTOREX and involvement

PRECISION MASTERPIECES

as a development partner, the machining equipment

The level of vertical integration at itp is impressive. The

manufacturer Tornos recommended the pioneering

company not only develops innovative measuring device

MOTOREX ORTHO NF-X high-performance cutting oil.

components in Völklingen, it also covers the complete

Following a needs analysis by itp’s MOTOREX partner in

production spectrum. Tornos and Schaublin CNC machin-

Germany (FS GmbH, Bickenbach, www.fsfiltergmbh.de),

ing centers along with grinding and drilling machines

every processing step was successfully carried out using

are the centerpieces of production. In addition, itp uses a

ORTHO NF-X. Moreover, ORTHO NF-X 15’s high flash

laser welding system to bond metallic components.

point proved a further advantage for the company’s
rapidly growing volume of titanium machining, which

One of the company’s core competencies is drilling blind

involves a significant fire hazard.

holes in probe balls. Using production equipment developed especially for this purpose at their own factory,

Would you like to learn more about the latest generation

itp is the only manufacturer that can drill blind holes

of MOTOREX machining fluids and optimization op-

in probe balls with a diameter as small as 0.8 mm,

tions for your business? Please contact your MOTOREX

regardless of whether they are made from industrial

partner. •

rubies, silicon nitride, ceramic, carbide or zirconium
oxide. The drilling technology used for highly resistant
MOTOREX MAGAZINE 99/50
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PRACTICE

The REFORM MULI T10 X is the showpiece of the current MULI series.
MOTOREX impressed the Austrian manufacturer with its PRISMA ZX
SAE 75W/80 synthetic performance oil for manual transmissions and
transaxles, supplying the Wels production plant as OEM.

TRANSMISSION
FLUID HAT TRICK
AT REFORM

When it comes to lubrication challenges, many manufacturers turn first to MOTOREX.
When REFORM needed a single lubricant for the entire drive train of its MULI S/X series,
MOTOREX had the perfect solution in synthetic PRISMA ZX SAE 75W/80.
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REFORM has made a name for itself as an agricultural

PERFECTLY DISTRIBUTED

and municipal equipment supplier. The 400-employee

The all-wheel-drive design of the REFORM MULI series

company has been making vehicles, machines and farm

is based on gantry axles and a standard fully synchro-

equipment for these markets since 1910. Its best-known

nized reversing gearbox with eight forward gears. A

product is the REFORM MULI, a transporter and equipment

splitter box increases this to 16 half-gears at the touch

carrier in service in extreme terrain worldwide. Continual

of a button. Various creep speed gears (24/8, or up to 32

improvements and practical, robust engineering have

speeds in the MULI T10 X) and a side auxiliary drive are

secured the MULI a long life and excellent reputation

available as options on request. Without a doubt, these

among specialists. Many thousands of units in a wide

gear and drive configurations are ideal for even the

range of configurations are in service every day.

most difficult applications.

➊

Ever more stringent tolerances place additional demands
on lubricant properties. Setting the bevel gear position on
the rear power take-off gear.

Factory-filling with PRISMA ZX simplifies logistics and ensures that REFORM
MULIs have ample performance reserves in any situation.

THREE ASSEMBLIES, ONE OIL

• excellent cold shift behavior (ideal during winter)

➋
➌

The challenge of supplying the main, auxiliary and

• very good damping of operating noise

reduction gear (assembly ➊), the interaxle
differential (assembly ➋) and the

MOTOREX STRAIGHT FROM THE FACTORY

rear axle transmission

As an independent lubricant technology specialist,

(assembly ➌) was

MOTOREX offers the perfect solution for every lubrica-

encapsulated in a

tion need. And our consulting and lab services are an

comprehensive set of

integral part of each of our products. With our systematic

specifications. Moreover, the

procedure for evaluating the best-suited lubricant on

new series’ more powerful engine

behalf of the vehicle manufacturer, MOTOREX relieves

means mastering even higher torques.

customers of a significant burden and creates opportu-

MOTOREX met the challenge with GEAR

nities for long-term partnerships. One more reason for

OIL PRISMA ZX SAE 75W/80, which has

REFORM to fill these assemblies with MOTOREX PRISMA

earned the API GL 4 and API GL 5 specifications, allow-

ZX at its factory in Wels. Using a single transmission

ing it to be used in both synchronized transmissions

fluid for all three assemblies also reduces the chance of

and in axles with a built-in differential. The product also

mix-ups and simplifies logistics. Some 70% of REFORM’s

boasts further benefits that make it perfect for REFORM,

output is exported, and a practical and efficient ap-

including:

proach to maintenance is part of REFORM’s best-selling

• extreme shear stability

model, the MULI.

• perfect stability under high pressure
• heavy-duty lubricant film

MOTOREX PRISMA ZX SAE 75W/80 is available from

• ideal protection against wear

REFORM dealers or the MOTOREX partner for your country. •

• usable over a very wide temperature range

www.reform.at

• compatibility with synchronizations

www.agromont.ch
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nordic

MOTOREX had an engaging booth at ElmiaWood, the world’s largest forestry tradeshow, in Bratteborg,
Sweden from June 5 to 8.

ELMIA WOOD 2013:

GATHERING IN THE FOREST

The idea behind the ElmiaWood forestry tradeshow is simple and brilliant: visitors experience
an international exhibition for the forestry sector in the most appropriate environment –
the forest itself. A perfect occasion for introducing MOTOREX to the show’s 50,000 visitors.
ElmiaWood is the world’s largest forestry tradeshow, held

are shown a realistic image of every facet of the industry

every four years on a fairground with its own forest. With

along with products and solutions to problems in actual

some 80,000 square meters of booked exhibition space, the

use. Since forestry, needless to say, is not just about ma-

event enjoys an excellent international reputation within

chinery, tools, lubricants and methods, qualified experts

the industry. The decision on whether to attend the forestry

give presentations showing forest owners and man-

tradeshow was an easy one for MOTOREX. Personal con-

agers the current best practices combining efficiency,

versations at the fair are an ideal opportunity to address

profitability and environmental protection.

the needs of professionals from a wide range of areas
within the forestry industry. With its attractive green

MORE THAN A TRADESHOW

dome marquee, the 300-square-meter MOTOREX booth,

Because visitors to ElmiaWood have close ties to the forest

which the company shared with forestry equipment man-

and to wood as a raw material, the show offers not only

ufacturer MALWA (www.malwa.se), was hard to miss.

technical information, but plenty of fun as well. This year
the exhibition featured the forwarder drivers’ world
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GOOD WOOD!

championship, the finals of the Champs of Logging competi-

Exhibitors and visitors alike put in a great deal of hard

tion for chainsaw virtuosos and daring performances using

work at ElmiaWood. During the four days that the event

antique chainsaws. People meet and enjoy the festivities

lasts, some 3,000 cubic meters of timber are cut as visitors

while braving the wind and weather. And of course the

Many interested visitors were impressed by MOTOREX’s
extremely broad product range and internationally highly
regarded involvement in racing.

The freshly prepared raclette was also a big hit. The
characteristically Swiss cheese dish was the culinary high
spot of the MOTOREX booth and visitors were delighted.

The MOTOREX NORDIC team (from right to left): R. Konvalina (General Manager),
T. Grymark (Marketing/Customer Service), L. Reimelid (Head of Sales) and
P.A. Fontannaz (Event Manager).

hearty ElmiaWood “woodsman’s sausage” has a place

to every visitor that MOTOREX takes a highly professional

on every visitor’s menu to supply the requisite calories.

approach to its job and can make a valuable contribution
to all lubrication tasks as a lubricant technology specialist.

Measuring no less than 150 hectares, the park-like fair-

A further highlight was the much-admired KTM racing

ground, which is densely wooded in parts, is located in

bike. The successful Austrian motorcycle manufacturer

Bratteborg, south of the city of Jönköping in Småland,

has a worldwide relationship with MOTOREX.

southern Sweden. It is easily accessible by car, bus, train
or plane and boasts excellent general infrastructure.

The MOTOREX NORDIC AB team took a lumbering pleasure in the many prospects and customers who visited the

SUCCESS ON THE ROAD

MOTOREX booth at ElmiaWood. •

MOTOREX has had a branch in Sweden since the fall of

www.elmia.se

2011 in the form of MOTOREX NORDIC AB in Göteborg
and a highly efficient logistics center. Initial successes in
customer segments that have not yet been fully addressed
suggest that the Swiss vendor, with its diverse product
range and a corporate philosophy well-suited to the
Scandinavian market, has a great deal of potential here.
Already manufacturers and a steadily growing number
of users in the forestry, transport, construction and
automotive sectors are among MOTOREX NORDIC AB’s
satisfied customers.

DISPLAYING THE KTM GP BIKE
The entire MOTOREX NORDIC team was at the booth
during the exhibition. The extremely comprehensive
range of lubricants and care products clearly demonstrated
MOTOREX MAGAZINE 99/50
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Visitors had an opportunity to try out various pieces of equipment on the spot.
MOTOREX presented the perfect solution for forestry equipment in the form of
its rapidly biodegradable OEKOSYNT HEES hydraulic fluid.
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box
The town of Reutte in the Austrian
Tyrol likes to call itself the “gateway
to Tyrol”. Not far from Reutte in
Pflach, Walter Lechner runs an auto
repair shop. Pflach has 1,000 or so
inhabitants and has kept its original
charms and village atmosphere.
Tourists from all over Europe can be
found all year round in the nature
park region here. Walter Lechner’s
satisfied customers include locals and

LITTLE JAKOB,
A TRUE CONNOISSEUR
tourists alike. Four-year-old grandson
Jakob has certainly inherited his

grandfather and never misses a

MOTOREX comes from Switzerland

grandfather’s love of internal com-

chance to look over his shoulder in

and what he wants to be when he

bustion engines. He idolizes his

the garage. He knows already that

grows up. Bet you can’t guess! •

DID YOU KNOW THAT MOTOREX TAIWAN …
The well-known Taipei-based Antung
Trading Company has been importing
and distributing the MOTOREX CAR,
MOTO and MARINE lines since 2011.
Founded in 1962, the company grew
up importing and selling spare parts
for construction equipment. Today
the Antung group focuses mainly
on international trade and shows
continual growth in a wide range
of business areas. As a KTM and

uses MOTOREX lubricant and care

Triumph importer, the company

products for western makes. •

has a profound knowledge of the
motorcycle market and successfully

ottorex
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www.motorextaiwan.com

THERE ARE THOSE WHO MAKE
COMPROMISES, AND THERE ARE
THE OTHERS. HE’S ONE OF THE
OTHERS.

Peter Julen, Technical Director Zermatt Bergbahnen

WHY DO YOU THINK
HE SWEARS BY US?
Not many people have more responsibility than Peter Julen. As Technical Director of Zermatt Bergbahnen,
he has to ensure that ten million passengers are conveyed safely to altitudes of up to 3880 meters every
year, a challenge that allows no compromise. Setting radically new quality standards, never settling for the
first solution that comes along, but always insisting on the best: that’s something MOTOREX also stands
for. And why we are precisely the right partner for Zermatt Bergbahnen. Find out more about how our oils are
helping
companies
from99/50
a wide
range
MOTOREX
MAGAZINE
2013of industries meet their ambitious targets: www.motorex.com
I JULY
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HE LEAVES NOTHING TO
CHANCE BECAUSE NOBODY
WINS BY CHANCE.

Tom Lüthi, world-class Moto2 rider.

WHY DO YOU THINK
HE SWEARS BY US?
When you’re riding up front and aiming to win, you can leave nothing to chance. Race-winning performance
on the track is only possible when everything is right. Tom Lüthi, world-class Moto2 rider and multiple GP
winner, demands the highest quality down to the tiniest detail. “The guy at the head of the pack is the guy who
can – and does – ride really fast: the guy who can focus on that and only that.” Total lack of compromise – it’s
something MOTOREX also stands for. And why we are precisely the right partner for Tom Lüthi. Find out more
about how our oils are helping companies from a wide range of industries reap success: www.motorex.ch

